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Abstract 

Water is a basic element in life.Therefore, water in various aspect of life cannot be separated from 
various needs because every beings on this earth need water for their life, and water can be profane 
and sacred. Even 70% of human’s body consists of water.This means water is very essential for 
human’s body.In daily life, human needs 10-12 glasses (2.5-3 liters) of water as a purifying agentto 
clean disease and to maintain health; in order to able the body fluids to always flow smoothly to 
prevent clogs. 

Water in Javanese is holy because itoften used as medium in rituals, for both of cleaning and 
purification (flower petal bath), or purification of relics (jamasan). The Javanese considered that the 
core of human soul is called the water of life. The naming of “water of life” is very diverse, namely: 
amrta kundhalini, toya pawitra, mahapawitra, air suci Zamzam; and in shadow puppet performances, this 
term is known astirta perwitasari mahening suci.Water also means ngelmu or kawruh or soul 
healer/enlightment; for the example, in isbat,there is a term ‘golek banyu apikulan warih’, means 
someone seeking knowledge must have principal/provision in the form of perseverance, kas ‘inner 
peace’; especially in kawruh panunggal ‘science approach to God or wikan sangkan paran’, as it is done 
by Bratasena in Dewa Ruci story. 

In live cycle of Javanese and in general, role of the water is also importan and needed; in the 
process of human insemination because of the “semen” that meets the egg. When the baby will be 
born, it begins with the opening of “water crater”; after birth, the baby was bathed with “banyu 
gege”banyu gege” to grow or mature quickly.   During panggih part of marriage moment, the bride 
cleanses the bridegroom's feet with "tirta setaman ing kok kencana". After that, the bride and the 
groom drink “tirta wening”, and when faced old age, humans tend to be golek banyu bening ‘seeking 
inner lightning: science or medicine’; so that their life is always healthy and close to God.  In 
Javanese leadership, the leader should have water character (tirta, mendhung or samodra).  

According to Islam, water also become a symbol of self-purification; to perform wudhu before 
performing the prayer; in Catholicism, water is used for baptism. Similarly, in the Third Order of 
Qodiriyah Suryalaya West Java, led by Abah Anom, water can be used for treatment.  
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A. Introduction 

Water has a very important role in the society, both in profane or sacred means (Marsono, 2010: 
125). Water in daily life cannot be separated from various needs because every organism in the 
world definitely needs water to sustain life. In medical science, it has been said that 70% of human 
body consists of water as proof that water is very important for human body. Therefore in daily 
life, human needs 10-12 glass of water (2,5-3 liter) as a purifying agent to clean disease and to 
maintain health; in order to make the body fluids always flow smoothly to prevent clogs that cause 
various diseases. (Turita Indah Setyani, 2009) 

Water in Javanese is sacred because it is often used as medium in rituals, for both of cleaning and 
purification (flower petal bath), or purification of relics (jamasan). The Javanese considered that the 
core of human soul is called the water of life. The naming of “water of life” is very diverse, namely: 
amrta kundhalini, toya pawitra, mahapawitra, air suci Zamzam; and in puppet performance are known 
astirta perwitasari mahening suci. Water also means ngelmu or kawruh or soul healer/enlightment; for 
example, in isbat, there is a term golek banyu apikulan warih, means someone seeking knowledge must 
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have principal/provision in the form of perseverance, kas ‘inner peace’; golek banyu bening ‘seeking 
soul enlightment: science or medicine’. According to Islam, water also become a symbol of self-
purification; to perform wudhu before performing the prayer; in Catholicism, water is used for 
baptism. Therefore, water needs to be well managed and studied to meet the needs of daily life, the 
study of the philosophical meaning of water is required in order to make Javanese society rumangsa 
handarbeni ‘feel to have’ and responsible for the existence of water in this earth. 

 

B. Literature Review 

In 8th-9th centuries, the importance of water in life has been described in the reliefs of Borobudur 
temple (Soekmono, 1986: 67-75). Water in profane is seen in Javanese society in general, human 
cannot live without water.  Water is one of the essential elements in life. Water is always flowing 
evenly to the lower place. In sacred meaning, water by Javanese society is considered water as water 
of life, located in the core of human soul. Water of life from the time to time is called by different 
name, in 10-15 centuries of Javanese Hindu, it was called amarta kundhalini. In 15th-18th centuries 
of Javanese Hindu-Javanese Islam transition, water of life was calledtoya pawitra, mahapawitra, or tirta 
pawitra. In 19 centuries; water of life was called air suci Zamzam (Marsono, 2010: 125-126) 

In live cycle ceremonial of Javanese, water is also needed; for the example when in the process of 
human insemination because of the “semen” that meets the egg. In human life since metu manten 
mati ‘born, married, and dead’; know the term: “Crater water”; “banyu gege”, “tirta wening”, golek banyu 
bening (Poewadarminta, 1939). In the search for the science of life perfection, water is known by the 
term “ngangsu banyu apikulan warih, or tirtaamerta (toya pawitra and in Javanese leadershio, a leader 
should have water character (tirta,mendhung atau samodra).  

 

C. Methods of Research 

The source of this article is Dewa Ruci story of shadow puppet or WawasanSerat Dewa Ruci (Marsono, 
1972), Isbat in Javanese Traditional Phrases and Ceremony (Pregnancy, Birth, Marriage)(Imam 
Sutardjo, 2016). Research data are the three data sources above which related with water.Data 
collection technique is content analysis towards Serat Dewa Ruci, Javanese Traditional Phrases, and 
Javanese Traditional Ceremony. Data analysis technique is descriptive qualitative (Winarno 
Surakhmad, 1975: 155), which describes and reveals the data that are still in the form of poetic 
language (traditional songs or macapat) or traditional phrases to prose in order to be easy to 
understand. 

 

D. Discussion 

Water in human life is needed since insemination to deliver child until old age before death.In Al 
Quran Surat Ambiya, verse 30, humans came from water of sperm, a despicable water; therefore 
humans should self awareness, feel guilty and deficient, so that humans should not be arrogant, and 
should always obey The God.  

1. Water in Javanese Traditional Ceremony 

a.  Mitoni ceremony 

Mitoni or tingkepan ceremony is pregnancy ceremony when someone’s pregnancy reaches 7 
month. One part of the ceremony is bathe pregnant woman with water from 7 different springs. 
Baths done by elders and elderly relatives and each of them rinse with 3 scoops. The procession is 
accompanied by prayer, “Bayine lanang arep,  wadon arep, sing penting slamet”; the complete version is: 
“Bayine tansah slamet, Ibune ya slamet; besuk yen lair lancar lan slamet; Lanang gelem wadon ya gelem, lan tansah 
ayem tentrem.  Dadia putra kang utama tansah bekti marang wong tuwa, migunani tumrap kulawarga, agama, 
bangsa lan Negara”. Translation: “It does not matter the baby is born male or female, the safety is the 
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most important”; the complete version is: “The baby and mother are survived on the day of birth, 
the birth process goes smoothly, it does not matter the baby is born male or female, and always 
peacefull and happy. Be a good child who always devoted to parents, useful to family, religion, 
nation and State”.   

b.  Birth ceremony 

When the baby is born, it begins with “mbukak kawah” by mother, or namely “kakang kawah”; 
means water coming out of the mother’s womb before the birth of the baby in order to smooth the 
birth process. When the baby born, ari-ari out, so it become adi or brother, then blood and navel. 
Javanese society always said “sedulur papat lima pancer”; 4 brothers that born with the baby, or lusts 
that accompany human beings.  

In order to make bigger, stronger, and mature, the baby is bathed with “banyu gege”, water heated 
with sun ray, or during rainy season the water is boiled. According to medical aspect, the sun ray 
contains D vitamin to make the bone stronger; so the baby will get bigger, stronger, and mature 
quickly. 

c. Marriage Ceremony 

During panggih part in marriage, the bride and groommeet and shake their hand then the groom 
steps on an egg; as symbolism of breaking down bride’s genital, the bride cleanse the bridegroom’s 
feet with “tirta setaman ing bokor kencana”; means to clean up all the dirt, bad luck and calamities that 
will disrupt household life, so their life will be peaceful, prosperous and happy. It is described by 
ambyawara (Javanese language MC) as follows: “ … . Sesampunipun penganten sarimbit sami atangkep asta, 
penganten kakung sigra hamidak ponang antiga; minangka pralambang amecah wiji sejati, kulawarga enggala 
pikantuk talining katresnan; putra ingkang utama, soleh lan solehah. Gurawalan penganten putri sigra hamijiki 
samparanipun ingkang raka mawi tirta setaman ing bokor kencana, ingkang isi sekar mlathi, mawar saha 
kanthil. ………”. Translation: “… .. After the bride and groom shake their hand, the groom 
immediately step on the egg as the symbol of breaking baby path in order to immediately get a 
good child. The bride immediately clean up the bridegroom’s feet with “flower petal water in bokor 
kencana” consists of jasmine, roses, and kantil.....”. 

After cleansing her husband’s feet, both of them drink “tirta wening”, means a plea to The God so 
the family will always given guidance, instructions, a peace of mind, so everything that is decided 
and done in the household is always good. It is described by Javanese language MC as follows: “ 
… ..Paripurna penganten putri nggenira mijiki samparanipun ingkang raka, sigra jumeneng jajar kaliyan ingkang 
garwa. Sanalika penganten sarimbit sigra ingunjukan tirta wening,  kaliyan ingkang rama dalah ibu, ing 
pangajab penganten sarimbit anggenipun mranata gesang bebrayan tansah pinaringan manah ingkang wening, ayem 
lan tentrem, saha berkahing Pangeran …….”. Translation: “… .. After cleansing her husband’s feet, both 
of them stand equally. Then both of them drink tirta wening ‘pure water” by their parents (father and 
mother) in order to make the bride and groom in their family life is always given the clear 
heart/mind, safety and tranquility, and God’s blessing ....  “. 

 

2. Old Age/Dead 

Javanese are understand that the life is just temporary like mung mampir ngombe ‘only stop for drink’ 
and people drink water. Therefore, if someone has already reached old age and has prepared to face 
The God; human usually tend to golek banyu bening ‘seeking soul enlightenment, spiritual and 
emotional intelligent: knowledge or soul healer; so that his/her life will always healthy inward, 
istiqomah in worship and close to God. So anytime they called by The God, their soul will be 
innocent because they already found bayu bening during life; true religion knowledge that was 
pratcited in life.   It is contained in the macapat song Asmaradana below. 

Sejatine urip iki/ kayadenewong lelungan/ neng donya mung mampir ngombe/  teruse jagad akerat/ 
nunggal lawan Pangeran/ kang titis pangesthinipun/ yekti antuk kanugrahan// 
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Translation: This life is like traveling people, they just stopped by for a drink. The eternal life is in 
afterlife, along with The God. Therefore, someone who get God’s grace is someone who worship 
The God correctly. 

 

3. Water in Dewa Ruci Story of Shadow Puppet 

In Javanese, water is ngelmu or soul kawruh; especially kawruh panunggal ‘knowledge to be closer with 
The God or wikan sangkan paran atau sangkan paraning dumadi’, so that human life can be close or 
united with God; as it is done by Bratasena when he studied to Resi Druna in Sokalima hermitage 
in Dewa Ruci story; that in the end Bratasena was able to met Hyang Dewa Ruci or The True 
Teacher or manunggaling kawula Gusti. 

In Dewa Ruci story, the main character; Raden Bratasena wants to be thought about how to be 
closer with The God by Resi Durna. Begawan Durna agrees to thought him about ngelmu 
panunggal,with provision to Bratasena that he must find kayu gung susuhing angin in Candradimuka or 
Reksamuka mountain and he must find tirta perwitasari mahening suci in telenging samodra 
Minangkalbu. It is can be found in the conversation between (antawacana) Resi Druna and Raden 
Bratasena: 

Resi Druna: Anakku Bratasena ingkang gagah prakosa, gung birawa dedeg piadeg  lan tekadmu, panyuwunmu 
babagan “kawruh ya ngelmu sangkan paraning dumadi” enggal dakparingi lan dakpinangkani, lamunta anakku 
Bratasena bisa mujudake lan ngaturake “kayu gung susuhing angin, lan tirta perwitasari mahening suci”, 
Bratasena. Yen sira bisa ngaturake esuk, sore bakal dakwejang; lamun sembada ngaturake ing wektu  sore, esuke 
enggall dakwejang kawruh sangkan paraning dumadi, Bratasena! 

Bratasena: Waaa, pangestune Bapa Druna guruku tansah dakjaluk lan dak antu-antu! 

Translation: 

Resi Druna: My mighty, tall, and determined Bratasena son, I will grant your wish about knowledge 
of the beginnings of human and the purpose of human death” if you can find ”kayu gung susuhing 
angin, dan air perwitasari mahening suci”, Bratasena.If you can find them in the morning, I will tell 
you in the afternoon, if you can find the i the afternoon, I will immediately tell you in the morning 
about the union of the servant with The God, Bratasena.   

Bratasena: Waaa, I always expect and ask for prayer from the teacher Durna! 

 

4. Leader with Water Character 

In Javanese leadership, the leader should have water character (tirta, mendhung or samodra). In shadow 
puppet of Ramayana story, it is thought by Prabu Rama to his brother; Raden Bharata and he is also 
tell Raden Gunawan Wibisana (Prabu Rahwana’s brother); and the teaching is passed by Raden 
Gunawan Wibisana to his son; Raden Bisawarna when he became the king of Singgelapura.  

In Mahabarata story, hasthabrata teaching or “water character” also thought by Begawan Kesawadi 
(embodiment of Prabu Kresna) to Raden Arjuna in Wahyu Makutharama story of shadow puppet. In 
kapujanggan literature, teaching of “water characteristic” also thought by Prabu Ajipamasa to his 
two patihs and it is contained in Serat Ajipamasa thought by Prabu Kusumawicitra (Ajipamasa) to 
the crown prince and his subordinate king Sang Gandakusuma and Sang Jayasusena, pupuh Girisa; 
by R. Ng. Ranggawarsita, which reads as follows. 

“ … … .. A leader mahambeg tirta ‘has water character’; means a leader should always be forgiving of 
the people and to anyone, also should always make peace to all people. … … . “. 

In Wahyu Makutarama story of shadow puppet, Raden Arjuna as a warrior or a leader is also has 
been thought about “water character”; the teaching is: 
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“… … …   Begawan Kesawasidi: Kulup Arjuna, sipating pemimpin kudu anduweni wataking banyu, tirta,  
warih,  we,  udaka.  Kang tegese banyu iku adhem, warata, lan tansah mili marang papan kang luwih cendhek. 
Tegese pemimpin kudu tansah agawe ayem tentreming kawula, tansah cedhak lawan kawula cilik. Pemimpin kudu 
tansah mikirake kabutuhaning rakyat, supaya murah sandhang lan pangan; ingkang tundhone para kawula padha 
seneng atine, lan kecukupan kabutuhan saben dinane, sarta kepenak uripe. 

Ajuna: Nuwun inggih Sang Panembahan Kesawasidi, ngestokaken dhawuh lan badhe kula lampahi wonten ing 
gesang bebrayan.     …………. “     

Translation: 

“ … … … .  Begawan Kesawasidi: Arjuna, a leader must have water character. It means making cool, 
flat, and always flowing to a lower place. It means a leader must always think and make the peace of 
the people, so their food and clothes are cheap, in order to make them happy and affluent, also 
their life is happy.  

Arjuna: I understand Sang Brahmana Kesawasidi, I will do your command in the society.     
… … … … . “. 

 

E. Conclusion 

Water in Javanese society since ancient time up until now, has very important role, both in profane 
and sacred. Water in daily life cannot be separated from various needs because every organism in 
the world definitely needs water for their life. Besides being used for daily necessities, water is also 
sacred, because it can be used as medium of rituals; either for peace of life, safety (in Javanese life 
cycle ceremonies); self purification (flower petal bath) or purification of relics (jamasan). Even 
Javanese considered that in the deepest soul of humans, there is the water of life.  

Water also means ngelmu or kawruh or soul healer/enlightenment; for the example, in isbat, there is a 
term golek banyu apikulan warih, means someone seeking knowledge must have principal/provision in 
the form of perseverance, kas ‘inner peace’; golek banyu bening ‘seeking soul enlightment: science or 
medicine’.  Javanese ceremonies since pregnancy, birth, marriage, until facing old age or death; all of 
them are need water for ritual ceremonies. According to Islam, water can be used as a medicin, also 
become a symbol of self-purification; to perform wudhu before performing the prayer; in 
Catholicism, water is used for baptism.  

In shadow puppet literature, water is sacred and is used as medium ti get closer to The God, for the 
example in Dewa Ruci story of shadow puppet; when Raden Bratasena studied with Resi Druna, he 
finally able to met Dewa Ruci The True Teacher or manunggaling kawula Gusti..  In Javanese culture, 
a good leader should have water character (tirta,mendhung or samodra). 
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